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Blue-Collar Workers Make the Leap to Tech Jobs,
No College Degree Necessary
The pandemic has helped catapult Americans in low-paying roles into more upwardly
mobile careers

By Vanessa Fuhrmans Follow  and Kathryn Dill Follow

Updated April 26, 2022 2�02 pm ET

As the labor market reorders, more Americans are making the leap from blue-collar jobs and
hourly work to “new collar” roles that often involve tech skills and come with better pay and
schedules.

More than a tenth of Americans in low-paying roles in warehouses, manufacturing,
hospitality and other hourly positions made such a switch during the past two years,
according to new research from Oliver Wyman, a management consulting firm that surveyed
80,000 workers world-wide between August 2020 and March 2022. Many of the new jobs are
in software and information technology, as well as tech-related roles in logistics, finance and
healthcare. New data from the Current Population Survey and LinkedIn also suggest the
pandemic has helped catapult more workers into more upwardly mobile careers.

Tech job postings have boomed over the past two years as work, shopping and other aspects
of daily life have gone more digital. At the same time, millions of Americans quit their jobs,
with some sitting on the sidelines and others finding new ones with higher salaries.
Companies have struggled to hire all the talent they need, so many have dropped
prequalifications like prior work experience or a four-year college degree.

Those pandemic shifts kicked in as broader macroeconomic forces were already creating
new job-market opportunities and pressures. The percentage of retirees in the U.S.
population has climbed sharply over the past decade and ticked even higher in the Covid-19
era, with millions of baby boomers leaving the workforce. Declining immigration has added
to shortages, particularly in tech, healthcare and other fields that depend heavily on foreign-
born employees. Thousands of businesses are in the thick of a digital revolution that is
requiring them to fill new roles and adapt existing ones to integrate more data and
automation.
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Altogether, these forces have led to a giant shock to the workforce. “I don’t think we’ve seen
a talent transition of this magnitude, really, since the disruption of World War II,” said Ana
Kreacic, chief operating officer of Oliver Wyman Forum, the consulting firm’s think tank,
which conducted the research. Back then, the wartime economy created new opportunities,
including for women, and the GI Bill funded the higher education of millions of returning
soldiers and launched them into the middle class.

Alexis Ayala, 27, enjoyed the hustle of retail sales in his job at a cellphone shop in San
Francisco before the pandemic. He had immigrated from Mexico as a toddler and, like his
parents, didn’t go to college. When Covid-19 broke out and dried up his commissions, he
found work hawking cable-TV plans but yearned for more.

He heard about a position at a software maker that came with the promise of on-the-job
training. He didn’t have any tech experience but his friend, who already worked there,
assured him that they were looking for people who could learn on the job.

In January, Mr. Ayala started as a business development associate at Okta Inc., which
provides tools that allow secure access to business applications. Once hired, he learned the
technology behind the company’s identity-verification products, plus skills like making
PowerPoint presentations. By next year, he hopes to be promoted to account executive and
make six figures selling software to corporate clients, well beyond the $80,000 he made in
his best year of retail sales.

“I put myself on the other side,” Mr. Ayala said of the tech workers he used to sell to. “I’m one
of those tech guys now.”

https://www.wsj.com/market-data/quotes/OKTA
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Mr. Ayala said he relishes the trappings of corporate life at the office, including standing
desks, an on-site gym and free snacks. Only a year ago, he was working out of his car, selling
cable plans door to door and relying on gas stations and fast-food places for bathroom
breaks. At home, where he lives with his parents and three of his younger siblings, he takes
pride in showing off his bedroom-office setup for his remote work days. His siblings, he said,
“see I’m doing great, and that’s important. I’m the oldest and I want to set a good example.”

Okta said it removed college-degree requirements for a number of sales positions last year to
cast a wider recruiting net. It also formed a new business development associate program
that Mr. Ayala joined to bring in and develop such candidates.

The company said it is hiring more broadly to keep up with its growth targets—it aims to
roughly triple revenue to $4 billion by 2026. Like other bigger businesses, it is also seeking to
further diversify its workforce, and hiring based on skills and potential, not a college degree,
has helped. “We’re moving more to looking at motivation and skills and experience, not
‘What college did you go to?’ ” said Rachele Zamani, whom Okta hired last year to launch and
manage the business development associates program.

Many employers from International Business Machines Corp. to CVS Health Corp. now say
they are happy to help relatively inexperienced new hires get trained up in coding,
cybersecurity and healthcare technology to fill positions. The workers who made the “new
collar” switch skews about 67% male and 77% between age 25 and 44, according to the Oliver
Wyman poll. Sixty-seven percent live in cities and 70% describe themselves as optimistic
about their career prospects.

Many said they made the pivot because the pandemic made them realize they value
flexibility over when and where they work. Although fewer of them said getting paid more
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was a priority, most new-collar workers find that their compensation has grown.

After losing his Atlanta bartending job in March 2020, Zack Williams, now 36, took a
landscape construction gig to tide him over. He contemplated work as an electrical line
repairman but knew it could be dangerous and required frequent travel and holiday work.

Then in August 2020, he met a woman named Lindsey on a dating app. She worked at the
Flatiron School, one of more than 110 coding boot camps that have sprung up around the U.S.
over the past decade, according to Course Report, which tracks the industry. She suggested
it could be a good fit, especially after she learned that Mr. Williams won a technology prize in
high school.

Mr. Williams was nervous at first about the intensity of the nine-month $15,000 program,
but he said he took to it easily after completing his first project, constructing a digital tic-
tac-toe game.

Armed with a software engineering certificate, Mr. Williams started a new role in January as
a software engineer at media company Gannett Co., building web applications for a salary
that’s more than double what he earned as a landscaper and 20% higher than what he asked
for during his job interview.

“I said, ‘I don’t think we need to negotiate, this is way better than I was expecting,’ ” he said
from his home office, where he works alongside Lindsey, now his wife.
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In the Oliver Wyman poll, U.S. workers who described themselves as blue collar prepandemic
said that enrolling in a specialized course or boot camp, or acquiring another credential, had
unlocked new kinds of jobs in sectors such as tech, data processing, healthcare and
electronics manufacturing. LinkedIn Learning, a major online credential platform, saw
completions of certificate-eligible classes, such as project management, rise more than
1,300% between 2020 and 2021.

The number of former front-line workers with LinkedIn profiles who made the transition to
more middle-skilled jobs—say, a sales representative switching to an account manager, or a
construction supervisor moving to project manager—was up 12% since 2019, LinkedIn said.

Some of the biggest increases in such career switches have been out of predominantly male
fields, according to an analysis of Current Population Survey data by Brad Hershbein, a
senior economist at W.E. Upjohn Institute for Employment Research, a nonprofit,
nonpartisan think tank focusing on labor markets. In the fourth quarter of last year, 41,500
workers in construction, oil-rigging and extraction jobs reported moving into professional
work—a 65% jump over the same period in 2019. Among maintenance and installation
workers, 20,200 made the same leap—which was 56% more than in the fourth quarter of
2019.
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While the new job-market dynamics have left employers scrambling to find enough low-
wage employees, they are helping many longtime retail staff, restaurant servers, forklift
drivers and other laborers move into careers with better pay and less risk of being
automated away one day.

Andrew Rozema, head of the computer information systems department at Grand Rapids
Community College in Michigan, said many of the students in his classes had been laid off
from jobs in fast food or hotels during the early lockdowns. They had a little time—and the
cushion of federal employment benefits—to rethink their options, he said. “They saw how
many jobs can be remote,” he said.

As many as 32 million Americans lack a four-year college degree but have the skills or
experience to parlay into higher-income jobs, according to a 2022 study by

 

 

 

Top industries that former blue-collar workers
transitioned to in the past year/are looking to move
to

Recent switchers Looking to leave to

3 6 9 12%

IT/data processing

Electronics manufacturing

Software

Healthcare

Finance

Construction

Transportation/warehousing

Wholesale

Broadcasting

Education

Note: October 2021 survey of 184 U.S. adults
Source: Oliver Wyman Forum Global Consumer Sentiment 
Survey
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Opportunity@Work, a nonprofit social venture whose mission is to help more people
without a college diploma onto higher-earning career paths. The key is spending the time
and dollars on training, and spotting the potential in applicants who lack traditional criteria.

“That’s a huge opportunity for a lot of employers right now, precisely because there are so
many companies sleeping on it,” said Byron Auguste, CEO and co-founder of
Opportunity@Work.

Some companies have re-evaluated job requirements. In a January study, the Federal
Reserve Bank of Philadelphia compared online job postings from five quarters before and
after the pandemic’s arrival and found that when compared with the pre-Covid era, there
were 2.3 million more open jobs in the pandemic period that paid above the national annual
median wage of $36,660 without requiring a bachelor’s degree. Much of that had to do with
simply having more U.S. job openings, but lower education requirements also played a role,
the bank said.

One of the first recruits to Okta’s business development associate program was Joanna
Estanislao, a Chicago-area bartender and server who was furloughed from her job at the
start of the Covid era. She’s supported herself since her teens but couldn’t afford college,
though she longed for a corporate career. Ms. Estanislao assumed her best bet was becoming
an administrative assistant and working her way up.

“I knew I had the grit, I just wasn’t sure of the path,” she said.

Reflecting on her hospitality work, she realized she had always been selling—promoting new
products, cultivating a loyal customer following and figuring out how to read a room. Her
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first month after completing Okta’s business development program last summer, she made
600% of her sales quota and has since won another promotion.

She gives colleagues advice on dealing with customers that she picked up from her years in
hospitality: “You pretend right away you know them,” she said.

Faking it until he made it didn’t come naturally to Tyler Wallace, 22. As a teen, he wanted to
become a nurse, but dropped out of college his sophomore year because he couldn’t afford it.
After cycling through a series of jobs, including Chipotle worker and roofing contractor, he
was hauling furniture as a mover in Chicago when the pandemic hit. Worried his future
would be filled with jobs that never let him get ahead financially or professionally, he talked
to his fiancée about potential career changes and settled on pursuing a job in technology.

After dabbling in some free online training through Pluralsight, a software skills platform,
and watching YouTube tutorials, Mr. Wallace decided to enroll in a $12,000 coding boot
camp in July 2020. He completed 100 hours of preliminary coursework and used a financing
option to buy an HP laptop, rising at 5 a.m. daily to study. In between classes, he supported
himself with Instacart and DoorDash deliveries. He was hired in November by PNC Bank to
be an application technology lead, and now maintains servers while working from home.

Figuring out which skills he needed to confidently know “this is my worth, and this is how I’ll
be able to add to a team” was the biggest challenge, he said. “My impostor syndrome, that
was huge for me to overcome.”

The more predictable hours, higher salary and paid time off have let Mr. Wallace and his
fiancée, an events marketing specialist he met when they were both in seventh grade, plan a
more elaborate April wedding, as well as a honeymoon with stops in Jamaica and Europe.
Mr. Wallace said he still picks up the occasional Instacart or DoorDash delivery. It’s a habit
that’s been tough to shed after years of financial insecurity, but one that he hopes to give up
after the wedding.

Corrections & Amplifications  
A Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia study of online job postings compared the five
quarters before the pandemic with five quarters after the pandemic’s arrival. An earlier
version of this article incorrectly said it compared five months before and after the
pandemic’s arrival. (Corrected on April 14)
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Caribbean Cultural Center Gets 
New 5,000-Square-Foot Space in 
East Harlem 
“Expanding CCCADI’s presence in an ever-changing Harlem furthers our commitment to 

serving as an anchor for, and reflection of, the people of Harlem,” said the center’s director. 

by Jasmine LiuMarch 24, 2022 

Founded in 1976, the Caribbean Cultural Center African Diaspora 
Institute (CCCADI) is opening a new cultural center. (all images 
courtesy CCCADI) 

The Caribbean Cultural Center African Diaspora 
Institute (CCCADI), the multidisciplinary institution in New York 
City founded nearly five decades ago, just signed a 49-year lease 
for a new cultural center in East Harlem. To be located at 201 East 
125th Street near its longtime home, the physical site will provide 



the organization an additional 5,000 square feet to further its 
mission of bringing together members of the African diaspora 
through art, music, and community. 

“Expanding CCCADI’s presence in an ever-changing Harlem 
furthers our commitment to serving as an anchor for, and 
reflection of, the people of Harlem, particularly African 
descendants, and the promise that states that we are here and 
here to stay,” Melody Capote, executive director of CCADI, said in 
a statement. 

The new location has the intended purpose of hosting the 
Institute for Racial and Social Justice in Arts and Culture, which 
has rapidly grown in recent years. With an alumni network of 240 
artists and cultural workers — a little under half of which was 
added in the last two years — CCCADI felt the need to enlist a 
space up to the task of sustaining the institute’s growth. Its vision 
is for the new center to offer artists a hub to collaborate, create, 
perform, and “affirm their roots and diverse cultural 
expressions.” It will also include a larger presentation space to 
bring together the local community and visitors alike. 

The site will be part of One East Harlem, a mixed-use, 19-story 
development which will include 300 “affordable” apartments and 
100 market-rate units, in addition to 65,000 square feet of 
commercial space. CCCADI will share the building with other 
cultural organizations, including Groove With Me, a youth 
development dance center. Its developers and landlords include 
the Richman Group, Bridges Development, Monadnock 
Development, Hope Community, and El Barrio Operation 
Fightback. Several of these groups are focused on affordable 
housing projects, and both Hope Community and El Barrio 
Operation Fightback are community-based nonprofits. 



Executive Director Melody Capote joined CCCADI in 1984. 

One East Harlem resulted from the East 125th Street 
Development Project, pushed ahead under former Mayor Bill de 
Blasio’s administration and sometimes met with criticism. 
Lawyers at the nonprofit Legal Aid Society expressed concern that 
above-market units in the development would further gentrify 
and displace locals from their homes. The demographics of 
Harlem as a whole have been steadily undergoing dramatic 
change: Census data released last year showed that the 
neighborhood gained more than 18,000 white residents and lost 
thousands of Black and Hispanic residents over the last decade. 
Hyperallergic has contacted One East Harlem for additional 
information on the building’s mixed-use units and their 
affordability for local residents. 



CCCADI’s permanent home is located just one block away from 
the new center at the firehouse on East 125th Street, which the 
organization acquired for $1 when the city decommissioned five 
firehouses throughout the city and repurposed them for cultural 
centers. After years of renovation totaling $9.3 million that 
CCCADI raised from the government, private foundations, and 
individual donors, it opened its doors in 2016. 

Reflecting on the organization’s choice to settle in a neighborhood 
that has been roiled by gentrification, overpolicing, and 
disinvestment, Hyperallergic Senior Critic Seph Rodney wrote at 
the time that “by reopening here, it is making the claim that a 
cultural organization is part of a community’s infrastructure, 
sustaining it by providing a space for vital representation of its 
audiences and its cultural history.” With the announcement of its 
new space, CCCADI continues to stake this claim. 
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With $15 Million Investment From City, New 17,000-Square-
Foot Community Resource Will Serve Tens of Thousands of
People Every Year

New York, NY—New York City Mayor Eric Adams today announced that the People’s
Theatre Project (PTP) — an immigrant- and women-led nonprofit — will own and
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operate a first-of-its-kind Immigrant Research and Performing Arts Center (IRPAC)
coming to Inwood. Filled with a range of visual and performing arts, the center will
amplify the voices of New York City’s diverse immigrant communities and cultivate
work by local artists and arts organizations. The city will invest $15 million to help PTP
acquire a newly constructed cultural center that will deliver theater that is more
equitable and representative of immigrants and people of color.

“New Yorkers deserve a city that is more inclusive and more prosperous after the
pandemic than it was before, and we are building that city every day. Part of that is
creating opportunities for all our young people to see themselves in our arts and
culture, and this project will provide a new generation of young, immigrant New
Yorkers with that invaluable experience,” said Mayor Adams. “I know this partnership
with the People’s Theatre Project and the $15 million investment we are providing will
bring joy to so many in Upper Manhattan and across the city.”

“When we talk about helping our city and our economy recover equitably and
inclusively, projects like this one are exactly what we mean,” said Deputy Mayor for
Economic and Workforce Development Maria Torres-Springer. “With its deep roots in
the community, the People’s Theatre Project will provide cultural programming that
reflects the diverse, immigrant community in Inwood. The selection of this group to
operate this new center demonstrates our commitment to neighborhood growth that
responds to and reflects community needs and cultural traditions and that will bring
New York City back better than ever before.”

“We thank the mayor, NYCEDC, DCLA, and the administration for selecting People’s
Theatre Project to lead the new center,” said Mino Lora, founding executive director,
People’s Theatre Project. “For the last 13 years, we have been committed to uplifting
the voices of immigrants and people of color in New York City. This center will be an
exemplary space, where artistic excellence goes hand in hand with the centering of
immigrants and people of color, welcoming the local community, and catalyzing civic
action. It will connect, inspire, and activate generations of immigrants and their allies.
Today’s announcement is an exciting moment for New York City, with an opportunity to
build a community-rooted and anti-oppressive cultural institution from the ground up.”
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PTP was selected through an open request for expressions of interest conducted by
the New York City Economic Development Corporation (NYCEDC) and the New York
City Department of Cultural Affairs (DCLA). In addition to the $15 million in capital
support from the city for the new facility, DCLA will provide $75,000 to help PTP
prepare to operate the new space.

The center will provide an accessible, vibrant, dedicated rehearsal and performance
space for residents of Inwood and Washington Heights. Community members will be
able to enjoy live musical and dance performances, film screenings, and other
community events, and audiences from across the city will be able to experience
theatrical performances that center and explore the breadth of immigrant experiences
represented in New York City. For children and families, the center will offer festivals,
student matinees and field trips, and community partner programming.

The center will be the home of the PTP Company — a professional multilingual
ensemble of immigrant artists of color — and the PTP Academy — a theater and social
justice leadership program dedicated to the holistic development of immigrant youth.
All participants in the academy receive a full scholarship. Since 2009, PTP has engaged
more than 10,000 Latine, Black, and immigrant youth of color in its partnerships and
public programs.

The center will also offer the community:

In addition, the center will serve as a community hub of immigrant history research.
PTP will partner with the New York Public Library to provide research and literary
programming that will allow community members to explore the immigrant experience
through scholarship and the performing arts. PTP will also continue conversations with

Weekly cultural programming for seniors, in partnership with local senior
centers;

Subsidized theater and studio space rentals for local performing artists;

Arts exhibits by local and immigrant visual artists; and

A home to resident companies, partners, and individual artists.
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Dominican-centered institutions about having a presence in the space to enrich the
cultural learning and immigrant history that is so important to the Inwood community.

“People’s Theatre Project will offer educational and artistic opportunities rooted in
equity and social justice, while supporting local artists who contribute not only to our
economy, but the identity of our city,” said NYCEDC President and CEO Andrew
Kimball. “Supporting our cultural institutions is central to Mayor Adams’ economic
blueprint, and we thank our partners, elected officials, and community members for
their support of this project.”

“As the anchor of the Immigrant Research and Performing Arts Center, People’s
Theatre Project will tap into the power of the performing arts to capture and distill
complex experiences, bring people together, and celebrate our diverse identities and
backgrounds,” said DCLA Commissioner Laurie Cumbo. “We are thrilled to join with
Mayor Adams and NYCEDC to announce the long-term home of this amazing
organization, where they will energize this new facility to celebrate the diverse
immigrant experiences that have shaped and strengthened our city over generations.”

“Immigrant New Yorkers contribute an abundance of culture and language that make
our city one of the most diverse cities in the world,” said New York City Mayor’s Office
of Immigrant Affairs Commissioner Manuel Castro. “I applaud DCLA and NYCEDC for
moving forward with the Immigrant Research and Performing Arts Center. This will be
the first cultural institution dedicated to showcasing the immigrant experience in New
York City. I look forward to working with our sister agencies to ensure it’s amplified all
across the five boroughs.”

“We look forward to welcoming diverse audiences, and our community, school, and
cultural partners to what will be a vibrant home for arts and culture right here in
Inwood,” said Zafi Dimitropoulou Del Angel, artistic director, PTP. “While operating as
PTP’s home base, the center will cultivate new work by local artists and arts
organizations and present national and international work uptown. Binding all of the
activities of the center will be a shared commitment to sustain the neighborhood’s
immigrant voice and strengthen the movement for social justice.”
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The center’s 17,000-square-foot space will be in a new, mixed-income, mixed-use
building located at 407 West 206th Street, developed by a joint venture of LMXD,
MSquared, and Taconic Partners. Designed by the woman- and immigrant-owned
architecture firm WORKac and theater and acoustics consultant Charcoalblue, the
center will have a flexible midsize theater, a smaller performance space, rehearsal
studios, soundproof practice rooms, and gallery space.

Construction on the center is expected to begin this year. The project is slated for
completion in 2027. The center will be named with input from and collaboration with
the community.

The IRPAC is a key component of NYCEDC’s ‘Inwood NYC’ neighborhood plan, which is
prioritizing public investment in Inwood to allow it to remain a place where New
Yorkers work, live, and raise families. The ‘Inwood NYC Action Plan’ was the product of
over three years of extensive community engagement led by NYCEDC.

“Providing spaces for Latino voices is vital in our ability to recognize the diversity of
our communities and celebrate our contributions to making them stronger,” said U.S.
Representative Adriano Espaillat. “I look forward to projects that will be developed
through this collaboration with our community that will inspire generations of BIPOC
and immigrant New Yorkers for years to come.”

“I support having an Immigrant Research and Arts Performance Center in Northern
Manhattan and look forward to being involved in the work ahead on this project,” said
New York State Senator Robert Jackson. “Community members should have a space
that is inclusive, educational, and rooted in the community.”

“For decades, our Washington Heights and Inwood neighborhood has been home to
many artists, yet there were few local artistic institutions that truly seek to represent
our culturally diverse community,” said New York State Assemblymember Manny De
Los Santos. “The new Immigrant Research and Performing Arts Center will help ensure
this neighborhood’s history will be preserved for years to come.”
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“Northern Manhattan is a community abundant with art and culture,” said New York
City Councilmember Carmen De La Rosa. “For generations, our community has been a
hub for many new immigrants, in particular the Dominican diaspora. The Immigrant
Research and Performing Arts Center will continue to solidify and expand the
important work of local cultural institutions in our community. We welcome and look
forward to partnering with People’s Theatre Project and others to uplift the voices of
immigrants and people of color who have contributed to uptown’s vibrant culture.”

“The Miranda family is excited that People’s Theatre Project has been named the
owner and operator of Inwood’s first performing arts and cultural center,” said Luis A.
Miranda, Jr. “For too long, our artists of Northern Manhattan of all disciplines have
needed local space to create, display, and perform their work. We are proud to support
PTP as they build this home for our immigrant artist community.”

“We are proud to be part of this partnership and look forward to working with People’s
Theatre Project and the city to make the IRPAC a reality,” said George Tsapelas, vice
president, Taconic Partners. “The space will serve as an amazing cultural amenity and
educational space for both the neighborhood and building residents. It is an integral
part of our development as we take our first steps towards bringing our vision for the
site to life.”

“Charcoalblue is honored to be working with People’s Theatre Project as theater and
acoustics designers, in helping them create their first permanent home,” said Owen
Hughes, director, Charcoalblue. “PTP’s mission of education and performance,
centered on the immigrant communities of our vibrant city, has inspired us in creating
a series of unique spaces for performance, education, and community engagement.
The uptown theater community in New York City is in dire need of professional-quality
spaces to create, rehearse, and perform, and Charcoalblue has always been passionate
about creating new spaces for telling stories and making music. Working with PTP,
we’re delighted to be part of creating a place where voices that have been
underrepresented in our city can be heard and be celebrated.”

“We are thrilled to be collaborating with Mino Lora, Zafi Dimitropoulou, Bob Braswell,
and the entire PTP team in the design of their new home and are dedicated to
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supporting PTP’s longtime commitment and success in amplifying the powerful and
inspiring stories of immigrants of color and underrepresented voices through
performance, creativity, and artistic expression,” said Amale Andraos and Dan Wood,
principals, WORKac. “We look forward to designing an open, warm, generous, and
flexible space that fosters connection and exchange across specific and shared
experiences and celebrates the everyday lives of the vibrant communities of Inwood
and Washington Heights and beyond.”

“This immigrant cultural center is a win for the uptown arts world, especially the small
groups,” said Yolanny Rodriguez, secretary, Teatristas Dominicanos en el Exterior.
“Thank you for fulfilling the dream of a space for our resilient community. Knowing
Mino and PTP’s amazing adaptability assures me we will have a beautiful, light-filled,
affordable space to perform, grow, and lift each other up. Congratulations on this
colossal achievement.”

“We are thrilled about this project and about the addition of a very needed theater
space in Upper Manhattan — a resource that has been severely lacking uptown,” said
Heather White Godfrey, executive director, Dance Project of Washington Heights.
“The arts are thriving here due to the hard work of so many arts organizations, and yet
there are so few places for those arts to be shared with audiences. As a longtime
partner of PTP, we are thrilled they are taking this on and confident it will be an
invaluable addition to our community.”

“We are thrilled that People’s Theatre Project will be stewarding uptown’s first theater
and cultural center,” said Kate Reuther, executive director, Uptown Stories. “As a
longtime friend and partner of PTP, we know personally how invested they are in our
neighborhoods of Washington Heights and Inwood, and this project is further proof of
how the arts can help revitalize and unite a community.”

“There are many immigrants and artists who make Inwood and Washington Heights
their home. For far too long, they needed a center to highlight their contributions to the
community, and artists needed a performing arts center to showcase their work and
talent,” said Maria Lizardo, executive director, Northern Manhattan Improvement
Corporation. “We are thrilled that the People’s Theatre Project will own and operate



Mayor Adams Selects People’s Theatre Project to Own, Operate First-Of-Its-Kind Immigrant Research and Performing Arts Cente…

the first theater and research and cultural center in Inwood and Washington Heights.
It’s a big win for our community!”

“We are delighted that the People’s Theatre Project has been named owner and
operator of the coming Immigrant Research and Performing Arts Center,” said James
Bosley, founding artistic director; and Laura Fois Bosley, founding managing
director, UP Theater Company. “It is a dream we’ve mutually shared with PTP for 10
years, and we are so grateful that Mino and company were able to carry the ball to the
goal. We are confident that this new center will be a boon for all uptown.”

“We are immensely excited to know that the People’s Theatre Project has been
selected to operate an immigrant performing arts center, a first of its kind in our
communities of Inwood and Washington Heights,” said Yvonne Stennett, executive
director, Community League of the Heights. “This state-of-the-art center will
celebrate the richness and historical contributions made over decades by many
immigrant communities. CLOTH has had the honor of working with the People’s
Theatre Project since its inception and has been impressed with the growth,
commitment, creativity, and resilience the nonprofit has demonstrated. This
designation is solid proof that People’s Theatre Project’s work in highlighting the social
justice issues faced by our immigrant communities, through their performances and
artistry, is in fact necessary and needed. We are confident that as the operator of the
center, People’s Theatre Project will continue to make our entire community proud.”

About NYCEDC 
New York City Economic Development Corporation is a mission-driven, nonprofit
organization that creates shared prosperity across New York City by strengthening
neighborhoods and creating good jobs. We work with and for communities to bring
emerging industries to New York City; develop spaces and facilities for businesses;
empower New Yorkers through training and skill-building; and invest in sustainable
and innovative projects that make the city a great place to live and work. To learn more
about what we do, visit us on Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, and Instagram.

https://www.facebook.com/NYCEDC/
https://twitter.com/NYCEDC
https://www.linkedin.com/company/nycedc/
https://www.instagram.com/nycedc/


The New York Times 

Review: ‘The Ordering of Moses’ Shines at 
Riverside Church 
The Harlem Chamber Players presented R. Nathaniel Dett’s 1937 oratorio in honor of 
the centennial of the Harlem Renaissance, for the Juneteenth weekend. 

Center, from left, Brandie Sutton, Krysty Swann and Kenneth Overton, performing in 
R. Nathaniel Dett’s “The Ordering of Moses” on Friday at Riverside Church. 
Credit...Jeenah Moon for The New York Times 

By Oussama Zahr 
Published June 19, 2022    Updated June 21, 2022, 11:00 a.m. ET 

The Harlem Chamber Players offered a rare, heartfelt performance of R. Nathaniel 
Dett’s 1937 oratorio “The Ordering of Moses” at Riverside Church on Friday, as part of a 
centennial celebration of the Harlem Renaissance that had been delayed by the 
pandemic. 



Timed to coincide with the Juneteenth weekend, the event felt like a broad community 
gathering, as though a sampling of city dwellers stepped off a subway train and headed 
to the same place. New Yorkers across ages and races, including a crying baby or two, 
filled the pews. Some dressed in natty suits, others in picnic shorts. The only thing stuffy 
about the evening was the weather outside. 

With the concert running behind schedule, Terrance McKnight, a host for WQXR and 
artistic adviser for the ensemble, was on hand to M.C. Noting that the performance was 
being recorded for his radio station, he encouraged the audience to make some noise: 
“What’s a Juneteenth celebration in New York City sound like?” The reply: jubilant 
shouts and applause. 
 
That energy continued into a stirring rendition of “Lift Every Voice and Sing,” arranged 
for chorus and soprano soloist (a hard-to-hear Janinah Burnett) by the evening’s 
conductor, Damien Sneed. Known as the Black National Anthem, it brought the 
congregation to its feet. Sneed’s harmonization gave it a discordant underbelly reflective 
of struggle — a reminder that it has been only two years since protests for George Floyd 
swept the globe, and one year since Juneteenth, an annual observation of Emancipation 
dating to 1866, was consecrated as a federal holiday. 
 
 

 
Damien Sneed, conducting the pieces on Friday. 
Credit...Jeenah Moon for The New York Times 



The evening’s centerpiece, “The Ordering of Moses,” tells the story of Exodus: Moses, 
inspired by God’s call, overcomes his hesitation and leads the Israelites out of Egypt 
with his sister Miriam. 

Dett ingeniously wove spirituals into the typical oratorio structure of soloists and chorus 
expounding a biblical story with orchestra. In a letter around the time of the premiere, 
he wrote of the synergy between folk lyrics and scripture, calling it “striking” and 
“natural.” 

The score elides musical styles, as well. The emotional restraint of the soloists’ parts 
suits the solemn subject, and when their voices intermingle, the lines move perhaps too 
neatly. But the orchestration admits richer, Romantic influences, and a call-and-
response with the chorus gives the music the sway of a spiritual. 
 
Central to the structure is one spiritual in particular, “Go Down, Moses,” and Dett’s 
bracing fugue on its melody honors its august history. Harriet Tubman sang its promise 
of deliverance from oppression on the Underground Railroad, and Marian Anderson 
and Paul Robeson popularized it across a segregated country. 

At Riverside Church, the bass section of the Chorale Le Chateau strongly anchored the 
fugue, and the altos lent it clarity. The tenors and sopranos shied away from the swiftly 
moving harmonies, reflecting a general timidity among all the choristers when they 
didn’t have a clear melody to sing. 

The tenor Chauncey Packer (Moses) let his voice ring and popped out triumphant high 
notes. The soprano Brandie Sutton (Miriam) phrased her music with confident 
individuality, echoing the style of the evening’s dedicatee, the legendary Jessye Norman. 
The baritone Kenneth Overton (the Word and the Voice of God) sang authoritatively, 
and the mezzo-soprano Krysty Swann (the Voice of Israel) offered glimmers of radiance 
in the taxing contralto writing. 



 
The Harlem School of the arts alumni, teen and junior ensembles, in “The Ordering of 
Moses.” 
Credit...Jeenah Moon for The New York Times 
 

In her opening remarks, Liz Player, the Harlem Chamber Players’ executive and artistic 
director, noted that “The Ordering of Moses” was the ensemble’s largest-ever 
undertaking. It showed sometimes in the careful tempos and less-than-sure-footed 
ensemble. 

But moments shone. As the story opens up, moving from Moses’ self-doubt to an 
affirmation of his purpose, so does the music: A lonely cello (touchingly played 
by Wayne Smith) begins the piece, and an orchestra in full cry ends it, with Packer and 
Sutton declaiming their lines on high as the chorus cushioned them with long, held 
notes. The effect was resplendent. 

Juneteenth, asserted McKnight, is “a celebration of liberty for all Americans,” and in 
those final moments, as the music bathed the diverse assemblage in its glow, it seemed 
he was right. 
 

A version of this article appears in print on June 21, 2022, Section C, Page 6 of the New 
York edition with the headline: Celebratory, in More Ways Than One.  

 



Developer plans 162 units on Harlem’s 125th Street
Mark Irgang �led plans for a 144K sf building

New York Mar. 28, 2022 10:45 AM

TRD Sta�

Developer Mark Irgang in front of 35 West 125th Street (Irgang Group, Google Maps)

The rush to add housing to Harlem has another entrant.

Developer Mark Irgang �led plans with the Department of Buildings to construct an

approximately 144,000-square-foot building at 35 West 125th Street, Crain’s reported.

The 195-foot-tall building would include 21 stories with 162 residential units.

Irgang �led plans last month to demolish the two-story commercial structure at the

address, Crain’s reported. The timeline for both the demolition and the development of

https://therealdeal.com/


the forthcoming mixed-use building is not clear.

Menzak is set to serve as the architect for Irgang’s building, which was not �led under his

typical Irgang Group banner, but instead with the business name MBR/MGR; Crain’s

reported the businesses appear to be connected. In addition to the residential units, the

development will also include ground �oor retail space and room for an art gallery.

Irgang has several other projects in the works, including a�ordable senior housing

developments at 707 East 211th Street and 3560 White Plains Road in the Bronx, in

addition to a 267-unit mixed-use project at 1185 River Avenue. Prior to the pandemic,

Irgang sold a 14-building portfolio  (https://therealdeal.com/2020/02/20/city-will-convert-

14-apartment-buildings-into-housing-for-homeless/) to the Neighborhood Restore Housing

Development Fund Corp. for $74 million, slated to be converted into housing for the

homeless.

Read more

Shuttered Williamsburg Key Food readies for multifamily dev
(https://therealdeal.com/2022/03/25/shuttered-williamsburg-key-food-readies-for-multifamily-dev/)

Developer plans 129K sf of a�ordable housing in East Harlem
(https://therealdeal.com/2022/03/11/developer-plans-129k-sf-a�ordable-housing-in-east-harlem/)

HUBBNYC pays $105M for Harlem apartment building (https://therealdeal.com/2021/09/16/hubbnyc-

pays-105m-for-harlem-apartment-building/)

There’s a wave of housing projects in the works for Harlem. Earlier this month, Eli Fouerti

�led plans  (https://therealdeal.com/2022/03/11/developer-plans-129k-sf-a�ordable-housing-

in-east-harlem/) for a 129,000-square-foot building 2005 Third Avenue on East 110th

Street. The a�ordable housing development calls for 91 units in a 15-story building,

featuring ground-�oor retail space and a day care.

Only yards away from Irgang’s planned development, HUBBNYC in September paid $105

million  (https://therealdeal.com/2021/09/16/hubbnyc-pays-105m-for-harlem-apartment-

building/) for the 141-unit rental and retail building at 56 West 125th Street. Brooklyn-

based Jay Group was the seller of the 17-story building.

https://therealdeal.com/2020/02/20/city-will-convert-14-apartment-buildings-into-housing-for-homeless/
https://therealdeal.com/2022/03/25/shuttered-williamsburg-key-food-readies-for-multifamily-dev/
https://therealdeal.com/2022/03/11/developer-plans-129k-sf-affordable-housing-in-east-harlem/
https://therealdeal.com/2021/09/16/hubbnyc-pays-105m-for-harlem-apartment-building/
https://therealdeal.com/2022/03/11/developer-plans-129k-sf-affordable-housing-in-east-harlem/
https://therealdeal.com/2021/09/16/hubbnyc-pays-105m-for-harlem-apartment-building/


Harlem’s 125th Street is often considered the main commercial corridor of the 

neighborhood, drawing the attention of investors and developers. Target and Trader Joe’s 

are among the major retailers opening locations on the block.

https://www.crainsnewyork.com/real-estate/major-new-residential-building-heading-harlem


Art exhibit ignites inspiration for 
overcoming obstacles 
BY JESSI MITCHELL – CBS NEW YORK 

NEW YORK – A new art exhibit is celebrating Harlem's history and 
influence on culture. A variety of visions and styles come together 
at "Fire & Soul 2022: We're Still Harlem", inspiring art lovers to 
overcome. 

"We often talk about some of the troubles and difficulty," said 
Saundra Heath, the Heath Gallery's director and co-curator for the 
exhibit. "We don't often talk about how we get through it, so this is 
what this exhibition is intended to do." 

Ten artists were selected to display their work at the Heath Gallery 
and online, as part of ArtCrawl Harlem. The curators received an 
Upper Manhattan Empowerment Zone grant to make the exhibit 
possible. 

Kenwyn Murray hopes his piece, "No Love Dying," conveys joy in 
the face of obstacles. 

"You have to find that sense of center within yourself," Murray said, 
"and you have to continually reach for the beautiful things in life to 
get through the muck. 

Kinna LeBlanc's face reflects the pain of losing her mother in a 
painting by Demarcus McGaughey. 



"This particular day I was drowning," LeBlanc said of the image. 
"And I guess he captured that energy." 

Each piece holds a mixture of messages. 

"I think of the duality, so there's the dark and the light, it's all in that 
piece," said artist Heather Williams of her work on display. 

For Williams, sometimes the process means more than the finished 
product. 

"I'm taking papers and tearing them down and adding them on to 
something new and different to create something else that is 
beautiful as something that works," explained Williams. 

Yvonne Lamar-Rogers has multiple pieces in the exhibit, a 
reflection of her own pandemic experience. 

"For me it was, OK, now I have time to do all the things that I said I 
didn't have time to do," Lamar-Rogers said, "so I got busy and 
started creating art." 

This kind of exposure is rare for these artists, outside of a Black-
owned space. 

"You know that the stories that you're presenting are going to be 
understood, that there's certain things that you're not going to 
have to explain," Heath said. 

The "Fire & Soul 2022: We're Still Harlem" exhibit is open through 
April 2 at the Heath Gallery, located on West 120th Street across 
from Marcus Garvey Park. The art is also on sale online through 
the end of April. 



UMEZ Arts Engagement
LMCC (https://lmcc.net) > Resources For Artists (https://lmcc.net/resources/) > Manhattan Arts Grants (https://lmcc.net/resources/manhattan-arts-grants/) >
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About UMEZ Arts Engagement

2022 GRANTEES ANNOUNCED. 2023 APPLICATIONS AND GUIDELINES WILL BE AVAILABLE IN SUMMER 2022.

UMEZ Arts Engagement is a grant program designed to enhance the diversity and frequency of arts and cultural presentations in Upper Manhattan. The

program provides direct support for these activities to Upper Manhattan’s artists and nonpro�t arts organizations under the guiding principle that support for

artists of diverse disciplines, practices, cultural backgrounds, and career stages contributes to the vibrancy and sustainability of the communities in which they

live and work. UMEZ Arts Engagement invites proposals from artists and arts organizations that are 1) based in Upper Manhattan and 2) presenting arts

projects or programming serving Upper Manhattan between January 1–December 31, 2022.

Program funding is provided by the Upper Manhattan Empowerment Zone Development Corporation (UMEZ). The UMEZ Arts Engagement program is

administered by Lower Manhattan Cultural Council (LMCC).

Not sure if you are eligible for UMEZ Arts Engagement? Take LMCC’s 1-minute Eligibility Quiz / Cuestionario de Elegibilidad

(https://www.tfaforms.com/4744102).

UMEZ Arts Engagement 2022 Grantees
UMEZ Arts Engagement 2022 Grantees (https://lmcc.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/UMAE-FY22-Grantees-List-.pdf)

Subscribe
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javascript:void(0);
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2022 UMEZ ARTS ENGAGEMENT GRANTEES

DANCE
Jenny 
Boissiere/Dance 
Boissiere

ReSTART:  an hour-long, site-specific dance piece in Fort Washington Park. It features 7 performers 
dancing in vignettes across the park. The piece culminates in a final group performance on a swath of land 
overlooking the Hudson River. 

D.10 Project
Spanish Harlem Creative Movement Fest: a dance festival that examines and celebrates the influence of 
Latinos in America as a place of migration and mixture cultures. Featuring 6 dance artists with hybrid 
choreographic practices, who explore a range of narratives of Latino culture and current issues.

Harlem Dance Club / 
HDC

Harlem Dance Club presents MOTHERSHIP FOUR:  an interactive voyage of music and dance. Afro-
Dance, hip-hop, vogue, house, praise, live drumming and more collide in this open air celebration of sound, 
spirit and community.

Barbara A. Jones/The 
Harlem Swing Dance 
Society

Harlem Hops: The Exciting Lindy Hop Experience!:  this project will have us expand and target more Harlem 
Youth so they get exposure to Harlem's dance of the Lindy Hop. We will use a variety of venues and events 
thru collaborations.

Vado Diomande/ 
Kotchenga Dance 
Company

Kekene XVI - The Gathering 2022:  Every year Kekene –The Gathering commemorates Vado’s miraculous 
survival from natural anthrax in 2006 with a dynamic weekend - on Saturday, a performance of West African 
village dance, drum, song, chant and drama featuring Kotchegna Dance Company and Ivory Coast soloists; 
on Sunday, an afternoon of workshop classes by master instructors.

MODArts Dance 
Collective

MADC’s Collective Thread Dance Festival:  a two day event that provides a voice and a platform for artistic 
self-impression to those women/womxn identifying choreographers of underrepresented ethnic groups, as 
well as movement based classes & round table discussions.

Ranardo-Domeico 
Grays/VISIONS 
Contemporary Ballet

Redemption: VISIONS Contemporary Ballet presents Redemption, a concert of the company’s inspirational 
works featuring the premiere of Tainted Bla’k, inspired by ideas of being Black in America, how African 
American culture is influenced, and a celebration of the beauty of being Black, choreographed to music by 
artists of the African diaspora.

RudduR Dance

Part III - Tomorrow : of the three-part WITNESS. A contemporary ballet at the intersection of art and 
activism, WITNESS mixes different genres of dance with contemporary circus and film to put America’s 
racial landscape into historical context, combat systematically taught racial biases, and imagine a more just 
future.

Sisters in Sharqui, 
Inc.

Harlem Hafla, Belly Dance with SOUL!:  Harlem Hafla showcases folkloric and Cabaret dances of the North 
African and Middle Eastern diaspora through day time Workshops and evening gala performances---in 
Harlem!

MULTIDISCIPLINARY AND LITERATURE 

Ayoinmotion
We Are Not A Single Story:  experential storytelling and artistic expression as a way to delve beyond the 
typical single-story narrative often used to depict African immigrants in America and New York City 
especially.

Marta Blair
Latin American Textiles - Floor Tape Mural: Participatory floor tape installation on Traditional Latin American 
textiles. Led by Marta Blair, to be done with community members of Washington Heights & Inwood reflecting 
on the artistic qualities of traditional textiles and how they carry family memories.

Bibi Flores

Uplifting, Connecting, Raising, Hybrid collective exhibition:  a powerful exhibition, after more than two years of 
the pandemic. Celebrating mostly women artist, 25-30 artists, also poetry, music, art performance, film 
screen, and workshops will take place as part of the exhibition. Exhibit will be Hybrid virtual, collaborating at 
Upper East Side venue, and in a Park.

John-Martin 
Green/The 
Gatekeepers 
Collective, Inc.

Learning to Love Public Art & Theatrical Narratives: t owards facilitating same-gender-loving (SGL) people’s 
consolidation of fragmented identities, and greater acceptance of sexual diversity, TGC will mount Learning 
to Love, a public art and theater development initiative highlighting the work of eight emerging SGL artists 
sharing narratives of trajectories of self-acceptance through art beginning in Pride Month in 2022.

Korean Art Forum

2022 Shared Dialogue, Shared Space (SDSS):  two half-day art events presenting new work of public 
engagement by 10 artists free of charge with translations between English, Chinese, Korean, and Spanish at 
Inwood Hill Park in September. Associate programs include a livestreamed discussion before the events and 
quadrilingual publications after the events.

Lyrical Faith

Uptown Xpressions: a day-long poetry festival that centers artistic development, community engagement, 
and spoken word through a showcase format. This festival will feature guest speakers, workshops, and a 
slam competition. This interactive space will raise awareness, and celebrate culture as well as personal 
stories through performance and meaningful discussion.

Stefanie Nelson 
Dance Group (SND)

the Moving Memory project (tMMp): Stefanie Nelson Dancegroup is organizing a two-day festival at City 
College Center for the Arts to raise Alzheimer's & dementia awareness featuring dance performances, a 
video premiere, movement workshops, and moderated discussions by experts in the field.



Tami Tyree

Wives, Mothers, and Lovers:  based upon letters written by African-American women whose men fought in 
the Civil War. A collective of actresses led by singer-actress Tami Tyree, present scripted and authentic 
monologues concerning the U.S. Colored Troops. Each performance will feature a musical guest with 
relevant repertoire.

Yaffa Cultural Arts, 
Inc.

Woman Talk!:  honoring the life of feminist Jane Galvin-Lewis. What would Jane say?- A Spoken word 
concert -Shadena Davis, Herstory – Multi-cultural folktales -Dr. Linda H Humes & Nydia Mata, Nancy 
Drewinsky and the Search for the Missing Letter - Robin Bady and The World According to She-Mama Sandi 
Gilliard.

MUSIC

Annette A Aguilar & 
StringBeans

Women In Latin Jazz Festival: Annette A Aguilar & StringBeans is a Latin Brazilian Jazz group. The genre 
combines Afro-Cuban, Afro-Brazilian, Latin Jazz, and Salsa. One of the main focuses for several years is 
their Women In Latin Jazz Festival which presents Women instrumentalists. Women in Latin Jazz Festival 
was created in 2014 in NYC. 

Bent Duo
The Singing Garden: a participatory community sound installation project created by Bent Duo that turns a 
beloved public green space in Inwood into a musical environment, building community through sound.

Courtney's Stars of 
Tomorrow

Opera in the Park: a public outdoor concert of opera arias, songs, and spirituals designed to engage the 
Sugar Hill, Hamilton Heights, West Harlem, and Morningside Heights communities.

eGALitarian Brass
eGALitarian Brass: Classical Quintet by Day, Brass Band by Night:  eGALitarian will present a classical 
program by diverse composers and a brass band show with drums featuring our arrangements of pop and 
jazz tunes.

Craig Harris

BREATHE:  in October 2016, BREATHE debuted with an ensemble of nearly 50 musicians making a sonic 
statement in response to the long-term and current injustices inflicted upon African American people. This 
current iteration of BREATHE features 12 brass and percussion musicians performing in the church where 
the concert premiered.

Dennis Hernandez
Cuban nights: providing audiences with a deeper understanding of traditional Cuban music as seen through 
the eyes of the artist who was born and musically trained in Cuba. Explore the Cuban rhythms moving 
through various genres such as Pilon, Son Montuno, Cha cha cha, Bolero, Guarachas, African traditions.

Jazz WaHi, Inc.

Melting Pot Jazz - Celebrating the Immigrants' Influence on Jazz in America: a series of five weekly, family-
friendly outdoor concerts celebrating the Immigrant’s influence on American Jazz, taking place every 
Wednesday in June on the lawn of the St. Frances Cabrini Shrine in Washington Heights. Free and open to 
all!

The Latin American 
Workshop aka El 
Taller Latino 
Americano

El Barrio Canta su Historia IV:  a series of two concerts focused on the diversity of cultures and art and 
music expressions that share a space in the community that we call “Barrio”, or neighborhood where people 
from different backgrounds and cultures live together and share their “Herencia”.

Los Pleneros de la 21 
(LP21)

LP21’s Cultural Legacy Initiative 2022: the Cultural Legacy Initiative 2022 bridges cultural connections and 
reinvigorates local communities with two captivating performances of Afro-Puerto Rican bomba and plena 
music and dance by Los Pleneros de la 21, NYC’s preeminent artists in these traditions, welcoming all to 
enjoy these cherished community events and time-honored traditions.

NAMA HARLEM

MUSIC of the DIASPORA- NAMA MONDAY NITE JAMS- 2022!:  NAMA invites the Community & World at 
Large to experience a plethora of Musical expressions from Jazz, Rhythm & Blues, Afro Cuban Rhythms 
and more in a variety of performances by musicians & artists to the live onsite audiences as well as virtual 
platforms. 

The Overlook

If the Stars Align:  The Overlook Presents: "If the Stars Align", the second season of a free music festival at 
historic uptown locations curated and performed by The Overlook, a string quartet of renowned performers 
and uptown residents committed to bringing high-quality chamber music performances to their neighbors 
spotlighting repertoire by living Black composers.

Prelude Opera
Papageno!  A Children's Opera:  a delightful rendition of Mozart’s Magic Flute opera arranged by Roger 
Brunyate. It arranges the story to be told from the perspective of Papageno. Using the greatest hits from the 
opera, it brings incredible music to children through storytelling, humorous theater and fantastic singing.

Quartet121
Contemplation in Isolation:  exploring the ways that turning inwards can create change in ourselves and our 
communities. The program consists of five string quartet pieces that explore this idea by composers George 
Lewis, Du Yun, Jessie Cox, ZongYun We and the premiere of a new work by James Diaz.

Washington Heights 
Chamber Orchestra

2022 Season "Legacies | Legados":  Washington Heights Chamber Orchestra presents, “Legacies | 
Legados,” featuring music inspired to answer to the question: “What legacy have we been given, and what 
are we leaving behind?” Washington Heights Chamber Orchestra presents three concert weekends, 
including 9 public events free to our Washington Heights community.

THEATER

24/6: A Jewish 
Theater Company

TELEPHONE PLAYS: sixteen 10-minute plays performed live over the telephone to senior citizens, the 
housebound, those without internet, or who cannot safely attend the theater. In this time of social isolation, 
24/6: A Jewish Theater Company commissioned a diverse group of playwrights to write plays that foster 
connection.

AGM Theater 
Company, Inc.

Theatre Production "GIRL PEACE: The Reclamation of Willie Lynch" : a play written in choreopoem, a style 
popularized by Dr. Ntozake. Shange, “Girl Peace” seeks to explore issues facing African-American women 
in the 21st century as they relate to our slave history in the USA.



Corner2Stage 
Theatre Company

The 3 Pigs Move To Harlem:  humans were caught on tape mistreating pigs and did not fire the culprits. So, 
sow sends her three piglets away. But will one piglet’s selfish act put all of them in danger? Two-day 
audience participation where the theatregoers’ flashlights (lights will be distributed) will give off signals 
throughout the play.

The El Barrio Theatre 
Group, Inc. (ELBA)

The East Side Story:  a theatre production using the Girls & Boys Harbor Black Box Theatre or The Theatre 
at the Julia de Burgos Cultural Center for 12 performances, over 4 weeks, on Friday and Saturday 
Evenings, and Sunday Matinees during Hispanic Heritage Month in September of 2022.

Heather Massie

HEDY! The Life & Inventions of Hedy Lamarr:  a solo play celebrating the fascinating story of Hollywood film 
star Hedy Lamarr as a woman of science. Known as the ‘Most Beautiful Woman in the World’, Hedy defied 
expectation by inventing Frequency-Hopping Spread Spectrum Technology for torpedo guidance, which we 
now use in our cell phones,WiFi, GPS, and Bluetooth!

Matteo Uguzzoni 
Productions

Lumina - Night of the Fireflies: a family-friendly urban experience. This 60-minutes adaptation of Lumina 
(Milan, Italy, 2018) will re-connect green areas of the neighborhood with actors, puzzles and light culminating 
in a secret garden musical ritual.

UP Theater Company, 
Inc.

"A Barn Play" by Lizzie Donahue:  In Spring 2022, UP Theater Company will present "A Barn Play" by Lizzie 
Donahue. The play follows a group of barnyard animals who, under the direction of an owl, attempt to 
produce a play. But when the animals' offspring are pulled to fates unknown, their priorities for the play shift.

VISUAL ARTS AND MEDIA

Nadema Agard
GALLERY IN THE GAZEBO Exhibition Season 2022:  three outdoor paper shows featuring the work of 
Inwood and Washington Heights visual artists or photographers and two 3-D installations in the Gazebo of 
Bruce Reynolds Memorial Garden.

ARM-Art Collective
La Otredad (Otherness) 違うモノ:  a 28-day exhibition featuring new work from three NYC based artists, in 
Mitchel Square Park, Washington Heights. It will consist of three points of view regarding our current cultural 
crisis, based upon the realization that we are more alike than different.

Andrea Arroyo

Goddesses and SHeroes: Past, Present Future: a  large-scale, site-specific art installation created in 
response to, and integrated with the unique architectural features of the lobby of the historic Palace Theatre 
in Upper Manhattan. Presented in conjunction with live painting (in person and Facebook live,) and a 
Community Oral History program.

William Daniels

Art On Site:  a month-long exhibition and series of activities that highlight the role of textile art & quilting as a 
community building activity, means of recording genealogy, creating objects of empathy and tools used in 
important social conversations. The program will run September 2022 - National Sewing Month & New York 
Textile Month.

Rose Deler
History Now:  a photo installation consisting of portraits of my neighbors in the Jumel historic district of 
Manhattan. It includes photographs of the Ettingers who lived on my block in the early 1900s and reflects on 
the ever-changing population living in the same location 120 years apart.

Faces of Harlem

FACES OF HARLEM: a photo-collective inspiring meaningful conversations through photographic and oral 
history with a visual love letter. Presenting 100 portraits along Morningside Park, including images by local 
youth, we aim to showcase the beauty, resilience, and magic of Harlem as it fights to preserve its legacy 
amidst rapid gentrification.

Felipe Galindo Sketching New York 1983-2021:  an exhibition of sketches of New York City by an immigrant artist and his 
sketchbooks throughout his several decades residing in the city.

Heights Perspective 
Collective

Uptown Perspectives:  a two-month moving exhibition with two artist talks and two site-specific "sketch 
challenges," featuring sketches in various media of the physical space of Washington Heights / Inwood, by 
five Washington Heights based artists.

Marne Lucas
Universe Within:  a series of black and white infrared thermal images by Harlem based artist Marne Lucas, 
printed on aluminum panels that depict the literal light of the human body and landscapes, installed as public 
art works along the interior decorative iron fencing of the historic Dorrance Brooks Square.

NaomiRAG TIERRA FRÁGIL:  a public art installation depicting endangered bird and insect species with the flowers and 
plants imperative to its ongoing existence.

Kevin Quiles Bonilla 
and Zaq Landsberg

Garita" (Under Construction): a site specific sculpture at Harlem Art Park that recreates a colonial guard 
tower, or "garita" from San Juan, Puerto Rico with New York construction site fencing materials.

Reuben Sinha
Breathing without fear:  a site specific sculpture for Marcus Garvey Park by a Harlem based artist. The 
ceramic sculpture depicts two life-size figures enjoying each other's company, and enjoying being outside in 
a community park, post pandemic. The figures are abstract and represent our African Diaspora community.

Omanut: Jewish 
Uptown Arts

Sukkahwood 2022:  Sukkahwood challenges artists from all backgrounds to produce temporary art 
installations in the form of a Sukkah, a structure used during the Jewish holiday of Sukkot. Our goal is 
simple: to provide a high-impact program that challenges artists with questions like "What is a home?"

James Top

The OFF THE WALL >< ON THE CANVAS >< NYC GRAFFITI FESTIVAL:  celebrating the art and culture of 
graffiti. NYC was the birthplace of graffiti and the festival will bring together the pioneers who started the 
movement and contemporary, up-and-coming artists. The event will also feature breakdancing and spoken-
word performances.

Carla Torres Originally from...:  a mural that revisits the Latino community immigration and integration experience by 
exploring roots, identity, and cultural encounters.
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